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President Joe Biden has set an ambitious goal of getting 70 percent of US adults at
least one dose of COVID-19 vaccine by July 4, as some states struggle to overcome
vaccine hesitancy.





The US last week backed intellectual property waivers for COVID-19 vaccines,
but has faced pressure from allies to deploy more already-made doses globally
A major US pipeline remained out of commission on Monday following a
cyberattack
A semi-independent panel has recommended that Facebook continue its
suspension of former President Donald Trump, but called on the company to
review the decision within six months

With tensions flaring over forced Palestinian expulsions in the Sheikh Jarrah
neighbourhood in occupied East Jerusalem, we examine how calls for conditioning US aid
to Israel are becoming less taboo in Washington.

In Washington, a debate grows over conditioning aid to Israel
Progressive lawmakers and Palestine advocates say discourse is shifting
around $3.8bn in annual US assistance to Israel.

Trump’s ‘mini revolution’ is missing a megaphone
Out of office and without social media, Trump’s voice at the moment
only echoes among his die-hard supporters.

US legislators call on Biden to help raise funds for Yemen
After a United Nations donor conference for Yemen fell short, key US
senators are pushing for more humanitarian aid.

Do woker workplaces await mothers who quit jobs due to
pandemic?
Though the US economy is recovering, the pandemic may have cost
women, especially working mothers, years of progress in the workplace.

Peru’s COVID crisis: ‘Almost all Peruvians know someone who
died’
Cocktail of factors, from poverty to a crumbling public health system,
push Peru atop global per capita death rankings.
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